Add Value with PUReWall™ by Hunter Panels.
Insulated, Panelized, Structural Residential Walls.

As a panelizer, you know the benefits that a wall panel offers over a site-built frame, including less jobsite waste, less wood use, and a faster framing time on site.

What is the difference between PUReWall™ and a traditional wall panel?

- PUReWall™ panels consist of wood framing, Hunter PW-CG Polyiso and Hunter PW-STR Structural Spray foam
- The polyiso continuous insulation on PUReWall™ by Hunter Panels acts as both the exterior sheathing and as a weather resistant barrier, replacing the traditional sheathing and house wrap. It is highly energy efficient, and when used in conjunction with Hunter PW-STR structural foam, it allows for extremely high performance walls using only a 2x4 stud with 24” on center placement.
- The wall framing, continuous insulation and structural foam are all applied at the panelization facility.
- No need for housewrap or OSB applied to the walls at the jobsite - you are providing your builder with a siding ready wall panel

Why would I want to produce PUReWall™ at my panel facility?

- When producing PUReWall™ a more complete wall panel that has additional added value to the builder is shipped to the jobsite, which increases the work done in the panel facility vs. on the jobsite. This adds additional value to the panelization process.

What process changes are required to accommodate PUReWall™?

- Incorporating the application of Hunter PW-STR - a patented polyurethane structural spray foam to the wall panel.
- That, and the other details about how to convert a panel facility to accommodate PUReWall™ by Hunter Panels are available in a PUReWall™ Manufacturing Recommendations document.
Add Value with Insulated, Panelized, Structural Residential Walls.

There is no debate. build a wall that’s more cost effective for builders and energy efficient for homeowners.

Introducing PUReWall™ by Hunter Panels

A panelized wall assembly that reduces jobsite labor, shortens build time and cuts homeowner energy costs.

PUReWall™ is a continuously insulated, highly energy-efficient structural wall. It combines Hunter PW-STR Structural Spray Foam with Hunter PW-CG polyiso insulation and is pre-assembled in an environmentally controlled setting at the panelization facility, allowing for repeatable, tight-tolerance construction.

PUReWall™ by Hunter Panels Provides the Following Advantages

- The continuous insulation, with taped joints, functions as a weather-resistant barrier, which eliminates the need for house wrap.
- The increased R-value and decreased air infiltration, contributes to a lower HERS or ERI score.
- High-performance materials increase wall resilience and decrease moisture condensation potential vs. conventional wall assemblies.

If you are a panelizer and want to learn how you can provide PUReWall™ to your builders, call us at 888.746.1114 or go to hunterpanels.com/purewall and click on the Panelizer tab.